
 
 
EMBARGOED INFORMATION (OCTOBER 13, 2016) 
 

Converse Launches Handcrafted Jack Purcell Signature Mid “Quilt” for 

Performance, Style and Insulated Comfort 
 

New signature Jack Purcell collection is handcrafted and constructed with technical material 
designed for lightweight insulation 

 
BOSTON (October 13, 2016) – On October 15th, Converse Inc. will release the Jack Purcell 
Signature Mid “Quilt,” a new take on the iconic sneaker that features a handcrafted quilted 

upper designed for performance and durability.  
 
Limited to 500 pairs, this exclusive collection is constructed in three layers and features 3M™ 
Thinsulate™ Ultra Insulation, a technical material designed for lightweight insulation and 
extreme performance footwear. The Jack Purcell Signature Mid Quilt also features a mud-
guard, as well as Nike Zoom Air technology and Ortholite™ leather sockliner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“The new Jack Purcell Signature Mid Quilt is the embodiment of Converse’s dedication to both 
modern fashion and on-the-go comfort,” said Bryan Cioffi, Vice President/Creative Director of 
Converse Global Footwear. “This collection’s unique, intricate quilt design coupled with the 
finest extreme performance insulation makes this a must-have for all Jack Purcell fans.” 
 
The Converse Jack Purcell Signature Mid “Quilt” will launch on October 15th, at Converse 

retail stores, Converse.com, and select retailers worldwide for an SRP of $250 USD.   
There will only be 500 pairs for sale worldwide, available in sizes 6 through 12.  
3M and Thinsulate are trademarks of 3M Company. Ortholite is a trademark of O2 Partners, 
LLC.  
 
About Converse 

Converse Inc., based in Boston, Massachusetts, is a wholly owned subsidiary of NIKE, Inc. 
Established in 1908, the Converse brand has built a reputation as “America’s Original Sports 
Company”™ and has been associated with a rich heritage of legendary shoes such as the 
Chuck Taylor® All Star® shoe, the Jack Purcell® shoe and the One Star® shoe. Today, 
Converse offers a diverse portfolio including lifestyle men's, women's and children’s footwear, 
apparel and accessories and is sold globally by retailers in over 160 countries. For more 
information, please visit http://news.nike.com/converse and follow @converse. 
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